We care more

Freedom
through
combination

Integrated seat pocket
An integrated seat pocket helps facilitate activity, postural control,
and reduces shear. Other systems using a flat surface leads
inevitably to posterior tilt of the user’s pelvis.
Step 1 adjust the seat depth to suit upper leg length
Step 2 adjust the seat pocket for perfect pelvic support

Adjustable leg parts
Seat depth, adduction, and abduction are all seamlessly and precisely adjusted. The system enables you to adjust seat depth up to

Windswept

10 cm for the most precise fit imaginable as well as enabling your
solution to “grow” with the user.

Adjustable back
The three-way lateral support aids in improving postural control,
lessening deformity, thus making it possible to achieve a higher level
of activity. Here you can either correct or compensate deformities,
making it possible to maintain an optimal seated position.

Flex-joint
Rigid supports are needed to create a functional, seated position.
Dynamic supports offer controlled movement, variation, and
dampen the effects of extension spasticity. Zitzi Pengy comes
equipped with a flex-joint to counteract spasticity and offer a
dynamic sitting.
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Pengy seat unit
Coolmax®
Cushion with Coolmax
fabric for optimal comfort.
Sun cover
Extendable sun cover
protects the child from
weather and wind.

Accessories that is included:
Arm rest
Hip belt
Coolmax cushion
Upper support bracket

Flex-joint
Reduces the effects of
extension spasticity.

Abduktion/adduktion/
windswept
Easily adjusted to fit the
users needs.

Adjustable back
Improving postural
control.

PENGY SEAT UNIT
SIZES ................................................................1
USER WEIGHT.............................................45 kg
COLOUR .........................................................Black, orange, blue
WEIGHT ..........................................................7 kg
CRASH TESTED ..........................................Yes, approved
SEAT DEPTH ................................................28-38 cm
CHEST WIDTH........................................ .....19-28 cm
HIP ANGLE................................................ ....-10/+30
AXILLA HEIGHT........................................... 20-35 cm
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PENGY SULKY
SIZES ................................................................1
WHEELS .........................................................7”, 12”, terrain wheels
LOAD WIGHT ...............................................50 kg
TILT ...................................................................-23° to +40°
SEAT HEIGHT ...............................................54 cm
COLOUR .........................................................Black
WEIGHT ..........................................................12 kg
CRASH TESTED ..........................................Approved for 43 kg

Finally a stroller with a well positioned seating!

Integral Dynamic Suspension
Zitzi Pengy has a built-in dynamic suspension system
that allows it to roll smoothly on uneven surfaces.

Simple folding
Zitzi Pengy folds through a simple manipulation system
and stays in its folded position automatically.

Removable and reversible seat unit
Crash tested
Crash tested and approved

Terrain wheels
Equipped with terrain wheels which is great during
the winter or for walks in the forest.

Advanced Integrated Seat System
Zitzi Pengy chair is the sister chair to our Delfi Pro and
has been specially developed to fit Zitzi Pengy buggy.
Zitzi Pengy has the same features as Delfi Pro. Features
include adjustable seatpocket, flex function, adjustable
lateral support along with a host of other features.

Quick release wheels
Direction lock
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Technical data

Pengy seat

FOOTREST FOLDABLE

SEAT UNIT

A

A

Windswept

Abduction/Adduction

Seat depth/
Leg length

315 x 195 mm

B

B

A x B
Size 1

ARMREST

A

C
Size 1

140-205 mm

C

Adduction:
0° till -9°

A

B

B

B

Head rest size 1
Head rest size 1 long
Head rest size 2
Head rest size 2 long

Measurements inc. cover

C
A – Chest width
adjustement
190 - 280 mm

A

A x B
220 x 150 mm
280 x 160 mm
240 x 190 mm
280 x 210 mm

SIZES ................................................................1
USER WEIGHT.............................................45 kg
COLOUR .........................................................Black, orange, blue
WEIGHT ..........................................................7 kg
CRASH TESTED ..........................................Yes, approved
SEAT DEPTH ................................................28-38 cm
CHEST WIDTH........................................ .....19-28 cm
HIP ANGLE................................................ ....-10/+30
AXILLA HEIGHT........................................... 20-35 cm
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Windswept:
Windswept possibility 9°

ADJUSTABLE BACK
A

Long

Abduction:
0° till +18°

B

HEADREST

Std.

Seat depth adjustement:
28-38 cm

B – Back height
adjustement
350 – 430 mm
C – Chest depth
150 mm

A

Technical data
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Pengy sulky

Measurements:
A
87 cm
B
39 cm

A

A

Measurements:
A
95-106 cm
B
54 cm
C
86 cm
D
74-100 cm

B
B

C

D

C

D

Measurements:
A
66 cm
B
39 cm
C
42 cm
D
53 cm
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We care more
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